Expert speaker on
LEADERSHIP
STRATEGIC THINKING
TALENT MANAGEMENT
EFFECTIVE COACHING

ABOUT ANGEL

Angel is an inspiring,
insightful and sought-after
speaker and coach.
He partners with executives of world-leading

Engaged more than

companies to challenge their employees, leaders

10,000 PEOPLE

and organizations to perform better.
Through his workshops, consulting, leadership
coaching, speeches and social media channels, he
has helped thousands of people and global brands
to strategically approach key initiatives through
accelerated performance.

from more than

75 COMPANIES
across

10 COUNTRIES

TRUSTED PARTNER TO
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KEYNOTE OFFERINGS

Hear firsthand Angel’s innovative
approaches to leadership, coaching
and decision-making.
YOUR LEADERSHIP SUCKS... NOW WHAT?
Balancing leadership priorities: goals, procedures and people

THE LEADERSHIP TRINITY: POWER, BRAIN, JUICE
Knowing your strengths, weaknesses, learning preferences and motivators

MINDWAVE: MAKING THE RIGHT DECISIONS WITH THE RIGHT PEOPLE
Gaining buy-in through collaborative decision-making

COACHING THE WRONG PLAYS: A DEEP DIVE ON COACHING VS. TELLING
Giving better direction to facilitate problem solving
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KEYNOTE

YOUR LEADERSHIP SUCKS... NOW WHAT?
Balancing leadership priorities: goals, procedures and people
DESCRIPTION

Leaders can struggle when they fail to balance three
critical priorities: achievement of goals, control

SESSION LENGTH

60-90 minutes

over procedures and developing strong working
relationships. Great leaders get things done, through
effective and efficient processes, and in a way that

ROOM SIZE

Best for groups of 200+

makes others want to work with them again.
PARTICIPANTS WILL:
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

++

“Angel’s presentation on balancing the goals,

priorities: goals, procedures
and people

procedures and people priorities was captivating for
all the human resources executives we had in the room.

++

orientation toward one priority unintentionally impacts

Focus on areas of their
approach that need attention

In just a short amount of time and with a seemingly
simple model, he was able to demonstrate how our

Learn to balance leadership

++

Unlock their full leadership
potential

the other two, and ultimately how we show up as HR
leaders. Angel raised our level of consciousness.”
Kerri St. Jean
SVP HR, Comcast
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KEYNOTE

THE LEADERSHIP TRINITY:
POWER, BRAIN, JUICE
Knowing your strengths, weaknesses,
learning preferences and motivators

DESCRIPTION

Authentic leadership starts with knowing a few things

SESSION LENGTH

about who you are as a professional, including what

60-90 minutes

gives you strength, what takes it away, how you learn
and what motivates you.

ROOM SIZE

Best for groups of 200+
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

“Angel has an amazing and unique ability to connect
with his audience. He uses humor and key insights
to drive home how to leverage your strengths and
address your weaknesses. He got rave reviews from
the audience at our conference.”

PARTICIPANTS WILL:

++ Identify their strengths
and weaknesses
++ Understand their
learning preferences
and motivators

Samantha Renovato
Sr. Manager, Diversity & Inclusion Analytics at Nielsen
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KEYNOTE

MINDWAVE: MAKING THE RIGHT DECISIONS
WITH THE RIGHT PEOPLE
Gaining buy-in through collaborative decision-making
DESCRIPTION

Making decisions with others is challenging. Great leaders

SESSION LENGTH

are strategic in their approach, to include others in making

90 minutes

decisions and effectively gain more buy-in and support.
ROOM SIZE
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

Best for groups of 40-50

“Angel’s approach to collaborative and inclusive
decision-making was a game-changer for me and our
organization. His session was insightful and, most of all,
practical. We still use his approach to making decisions
as a team, even after all these years since he spoke.”

PARTICIPANTS WILL:

++

making skills
++

Learn to authentically
collaborate and practice

Gloria Castillo

real inclusion

President & CEO
Chicago United

Hone their decision-

++

Understand the power of
gaining buy-in during the
decision process
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KEYNOTE

COACHING THE WRONG PLAYS:
A DEEP DIVE ON COACHING VS. TELLING
Giving better direction to facilitate problem solving

DESCRIPTION

Coaching is not telling—it is facilitating the thinking of

SESSION LENGTH

others while problem solving. It starts with understanding

90 minutes

the current and future state, and only then diving into the
solution space.

ROOM SIZE

Best for groups of 40-50
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

“Our members consistently rank Angel as one of
the best speakers at the Chicago Bar Association
Leadership Institute. He delivers an engaging

PARTICIPANTS WILL:

++

give better direction

and interactive session on leading teams and
coaching others in a way that truly resonates with

++

Jennifer Byrne

Uncover what it means to be
not just a leader, but a coach

the audience. Participants seek him out after our
program for even more coaching advice.”

Acquire strategic skills to

++

Learn to see the full
picture and develop
thoughtful solutions

Director of the Young Lawyers Section
The Chicago Bar Association
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TESTIMONIALS
Angel has a unique style that is engaging and inspiring…he is truly an authentic person
which resonates with his audience. I always look forward to participating in Angel’s
workshops and would encourage others to do the same…you will walk away delighted
with a good dose of useful and common-sense tools to use every day.
Raymond McCall
Former SVP, Ahold Delhaize

If you are a consultant seeking out guidance, Angel is your man. If you are an institution
looking to invest in your people, Angel is your man. If you are an event planner is need of a
keynote speaker or workshop facilitator, Angel is your man. If you are looking to revamp your
career, Angel is your man. Basically, what I am saying is, Angel is THE MAN!!
Victoria Jenn Rodriguez
Founder of VJR Enterprises and the Female Collaborative

I was fortunate enough to attend a management training seminar that Angel facilitated. He is an
extremely charismatic and engaging presenter. Through Angel’s humor and contagious energy,
he was able to engage the entire audience, and his message on being a successful leader of
people gave me tools to use immediately and goals to strive for. I highly recommend Angel for any
company that wants to encourage their leaders to build and inspire productive teams.
Carmen Lopez
Talent Acquisition Consultant, Grainger
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CONTACT
To book Angel for a
speaking engagement,
call or email us at:

502.819.7936
rugnao@rarworld.com

